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AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF 
PASSION FRUIT JUICE PROCESSING 
Models of Costs and Returns 
Frank S. Scott, Jr.1 
INTRODUCTION 
Passion fruit processing, although technologically a production 
operation, is in effect one of the major step in the marketing of 
passion fruit. To the broker or distributor, the processing plant is 
the source of the finished product. But from the standpoint of the 
producer it is the immediate market outlet for a raw product which 
must be converted into juice. In this sense a detailed study of costs 
and returns of processing is essential to an adequate analysis of 
the market structure and, finally, to measurement of the market 
potential. 
Because of the recent origin and limited size of the passion fruit 
industry, commercial processing has not yet developed to the point 
where expansion to optimum-sized plants has been feasible nor ha 
it been sufficiently coordinated with seasonality of production . 
Thus in order to make a study of costs and return which would 
be applicable to an expanded industry, it was considered essential 
to draw conclusions from economic models synthesized from data 
on actual factor requirements2 of plants now in operation. 3 
This analysis is primarily concerned with the proces ing of pas­
sion fruit juice into 6-ounce cans for freezing. Hmvever, the same 
methodology would be generally applicable to plants where the 
juice is heat processed. 
The study was designed to evaluate the more important variable 
factors in terms of costs and returns, rather than to study the en­
gineering efficiency at each step in processing. Since the new in­
dustry has not yet developed standardized methods of processing, 
an economic analysis of existing techniques seems appropriate as 
an initial step. An engineering-economic cost study might well be 
the next step toward improved processing efficiency. 
1 Assoc iate Agricultural Economist, H awaii Agricultural Experiment Sta tion , and Asso­
ciate P rofessor of Agricultu re, University of H awaii . 
2 Land, buildings, equipmen t, machinery, labor, managemen t, and materia ls. 
3 Cost and production da ta were obtained from all plan ts process ing frozen passion fruit 
juice in 6-ounce cans. 
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PROCEDURE 
Major components of the study such as effect of scale or plant 
capacity, length of season, cost of raw fruit , and other variables 
are based on costs and returns of three model plants with daily 
capacities of 20,000 pounds, 40,000 pounds, and 80,000 pounds 
of raw fruit. These were considered the most logical divisions of 
scale in light of actual machinery capacity, labor and equipment 
requirements, and the present size of the industry. Similar relation­
ships would be expected to apply, but to a lesser degree, for expan­
sion to plants with capacities in excess of 80,000 pounds. 
Factor requirements of plants now in operation were used as a 
guide in developing the base model of 20,000 pounds daily capacity. 
This plant was expected to provide the minimum size for an opera­
tion which would return 6 percent on the invested capital. provide 
sufficient funds for market development, and enable the product 
to be sold at approximately 13 cents per 6-ounce can f.o .b. Honolulu 
and retailed at 21 cents on the West Coast. This does not imply 
that a plant of a somewhat smaller capacity would be unprofitable. 
It does, however, indicate that a plant of about 20,000 pounds 
capacity would be required for an efficient combination of land, 
buildings, equipment, labor, and management when taking into 
consideration existing equipment and labor requirements. 
Per unit reduction in certain overhead costs ,vas taken into con­
sideration in synthesizing the rn.odcls for the larger plants with daily 
capacities of 40,000 pounds and 80,000 pounds. 
This study is concerned only with the possibilities of increasing 
returns and/ or decreasing prices through changes in those aspects 
of processing which appear to offer the greatest opportunities for 
economy at this time. Inasmuch as almost 90 percent of passion 
fruit processing costs are variable, these costs are logically the first 
to be considered in attempting to improve the economic efficiency 
of the new passion fruit industry where machinery design has not 
yet been standardized. 
ECONOMY OF SCALE 
Effects of scale of operation on costs and returns for model plan ts 
A, B, and Care shown as annual plant totals in table 1 and per case 
and per 6-ounce can in table 2. For this purpose all variable costs 
were evaluated at 1958 prices, and length of processing season was 
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TABLI, I. Basic costs and returns, plants A, B, and C, l 18-day operating season 
Pla nt C, dail y ca pacity,Plan t A, dail y ca pacity, Plant B, daily capacity, 
80,000 pounds o[ raw [ruit20,000 pounds of raw fruit 40,000 pounds of ra w fruit 
f actor Percent Percent Percent 
requirements 
Computation 
Annual 
cost 
of f.o.b . 
H ono-
lulu 
Computation Annual 
cos t 
of f.o .b. 
Hono-
lulu 
Computation Annual 
cost 
of f.o.b . 
Hono· 
lu lu 
cost cost cos t 
--- --- --
---
Dollars Dollars Dollars 
Land................... ........... . 10,000 sq . [1. @ $3 == I5,000 sq. ft. @ $3 == 15,000 sq. ft. (I 
$30,000 $45,000 $3 == $45,000 
Buildings... .................... . 6,000 sq. ft. a S6== ,000 sq. ft. @ $6== 8,000 sq. ft. @ 
36,000 48,000 -6== $48,000 
Annua l deprecia-
tio n @ 20·yr . life.... ... 1,800 .6 2.400 .'I 2,400 .2 
Equipment 
Machinery............. . $35 ,000; depreciation $39,000; depreciation $39,000; deprecia-
@ 15-yr. life == 2,333 @ 15-yr. life == 2,600 tion @ 15-yr. life 
== $2,600 
Truck, Oat bed , 
used .. ·- -·······-··-··· ·-·· $2,000; depreciation $·2,000; depreciation ~2 .000; d epn:cia -
@ 4 yrs. remaining @ ,1 yrs. remaining tion @ 4 yrs. re-
life == .$500 life == $!j00 ma ining Jife == .$500 
Office eq uipmen t.... .. $4,000; deprec ia Lion $4 ,000; deprec ia tion $4,000; cleprecia -
@ IO yrs. li[e == $400 (/ IO yrs. Ii [e == S400 t ion @ 10 yrs. l ife 
== $400 
Annual deprecia­
tion on machinery 
a nd equ ipment.. .. ..... . 3,233 I.I 3,500 .6 3,500 .3 
Salaries, office staff 
Supervisor........ ........... @ 800 mo. @S 800 mo. @ 800 1110. 
Accounta n t.. ........... .... @ 400 111 0. @ 400 mo. @ 400 mo. 
Secre tary..................... @~~-__3_0_0__111_0. @ 300 mo. (a) 450 mo.• 
Total.............. . 1,500 mo. $ 1,500 1110. $ 1,650 mo. 
Annual cost.. ....... ... 18,000 6.3 18,000 3.3 19,800 1.9 
u One secretary ful l time, one sccr<.: Lary half Lirne. (Co11tinuecl) 
--- ---
00 
TAIILE I. Co11tinued 
--
Plant A, daily capacity, 
20,000 pounds of raw fruit 
Plant B, daily capacity, 
40,000 pounds of raw fruit 
Plant C, daily capacity, 
80,000 pounds of raw fruit 
Factor 
requirements 
Computation Annual 
cost 
Percent 
of f.o.b. 
Hono-
lulu 
cost 
Computation Annual 
cost 
Percent 
of f.o .b. 
Hono-
lulu 
cost 
Computation Annual 
cost 
Percent 
of f.o .b . 
Hono-
lulu 
cos t 
Wages 
··-··························· 
Total wages ____________ 
Workm en's com/Jen-
sation 
I .8% of gross wages 
R e/Jairs a11d 
1na i n t ena.11ce.... 
------
Cans. 
--··············-··············· 
Cartons .............. 
·--·-······· 
Ch e111icals a11c/ 
de tergen ts 
( 30 per 1 00,000 
pounds of fruit). 
------
Freezing and storage: 
f-l nwaii< (first 
rn omh , %¢ per 
pound; second 
month , 1/2¢ per 
pound) 
Dollars 
1 man , 12 mos. 
6 men, 8 mos. 
J2 mos. @ $300 
4 8 mos. (ri', $250 
15,600 5.4 
281 .l 
2,000 .7 
2,359,992 cansb@ 
2.249¢ 53,076 18.4 
98,333 ca rtons @ 
7.12¢ 7,000 2.4 
708 .3 
98,333 cases @ 14 
pounds per case= 
. 17,209 
2 men , 12 mos. 
7 men, 8 mos. 
24 mos. @ $300 
56 mos. (a) $250 
--- ---
Dollars 
2 men, 12 mos. 
15 men , 8 mos. 
24 mos. @ $300 
120 mos. (a) ..'·2.~0 
21,200 3.9 
D ollars 
37 ,200 
---
3..5 
382 .l 670 .I 
4,719,984 cansb@ 
2.24 9¢ 
196,666 cartons@ 
7.1 2¢ 
3,000 
106,151 
14,000 
.6 
19.6 
2.6 
9,439,968 ca nsb @ 
2.249¢ 
393,332 cartons@ 
7.12¢ 
4,000_ 
212,304 
28,000 
.4 
20.2 
2.7 
l,416 .3 2,832 .3 
I96,666 cases @ 14 
pounds per case = 
$34,418 
393,332 cases@ 14 
pounds per case= 
$68,836 
b At a 30 percent net juice yie ld, one pound of raw fruit provides enough juice in combination w ith sugar for one 6-ouncc can of pass ion fruit ju ice base. 
c Including cost of quick freez ing. 
--- --- --- ---- ---
-- -- --
TAJJLE I . Co11ti11u.ed 
Plant C, daily ca pac ity, 
20,000 pounds of raw fruit 
Plant B, daily capacity,Plant A, dail y capacity, 
80.000 i:ounds o[ raw fruit40,000 pounds of raw [ruit 
PercentPercent Percen t 
rcqu iremen ts 
Factor 
o f f.o. b. of E.o.b.of f.o.b . 
,\nnua lAnnualAnnual Hono-Computat ion Computation Hono-Computation Hono-
cost COS tcos t lulululu lulu 
cost cos t cos t 
Dollars Dollars 
additio11al storage 
to be J1aid by fJrO -
DollarsAllowo 11ce for 
cessoru. (first 
month , 0.4 ¢ per 
pound ; second and 393,332 cases@ 1-1 
third months, 0.3¢ 
98,333 cases @ 14 196,666 cases@ l 4 
pounds per case= 
per pound each) 
pounds per case=i:ounds per case= 
S55,068 
Tota l sto rage......... 
.$27.53·1:-i l3,767 
61,952 11.5 123 ,90 1 J 1.830,976 10.8 
l11 s11 ra11ce 
On buildings and 
equipmen t.. g,150 S700 -5 700 
On stock ( 15¢ per 
$ 100) ... . 
-----·········· 
gsr,o :ii i,700 
Tota l insurance_____ 
$42:i_ 
----················· 
_3 1,550 .3 2,400 .2875 
Ta xes on gross sales 
1)2 .80 per case X 
5,66-1 11 ,3281.1 I.L2,832 1.0....l 'Yo----- ----············· 
To Yes 011 i111 J1rove-
_3 1,2001,200 .2 . l800111 e11 ls ........ 
··············· 
Ulilities 
s 720'>720 
Li!{lltS_. ____ __ 
..... 
$480Telephone 
--············· $360 .$ 720 
Power [or 
machi nery..... 
---·-
$360
----········ 
;::300 ')960 $ 1,920
--····· Wa ter.______________ $ 348 
Total._.. _____ .. 
............ 
3 108 $ 188.....
--··· 
_ij 
.-1 3,7081,748 2.228 .·I 
d The product is considered lo be sold f.o .b. cold sLOrage warehouse and a necessary reserve for sloragc is cha rged as a cost to Lhc processor (Co11lin uerl)
whether th e storage is incurred in Honolulu or on the West Coast. Storage for the third through fifth months is based 0 11 \Vest Coast costs. 
--- --- --- --- ---
--- --- --- --- ---
--- --- --- --- ---
T AllLE l. Con tin-ued 
Plant A, dai ly capacity, 
20,000 pounds of raw fruit 
factor 
requirements 
Computat ion 
Advertisirw and 
f1romotion .... 
-·-·· ····· 
Sugar..................... ...... ..... 
Frn.it at ·l !A¢ to 
f1rocessor 
···--· ---------· 
-0 
TOTAL COSTS to 
Processor, f.o.b . Ware-
house, Honolulu............ 
GROSS REVENUE 
to Processor, f.o.b. 
Warehouse, Honolulu 
NET RETURNS to 
Processor ................ .. .... .. 
R.\ rE OF RETUR, 
2,360,000 pounds 
fruit @ 3.5¢/lb. = 
S82,600 X 3%'' 
471,998 pounds @ 
9!A¢/ lb. 
2,360,000 pounds @ 
·l !Ar' 
98,333 cases@ 
$3.09/case 
i\nnual 
cost 
Dollars 
4,956 
43,660 
I 00,300 
287,845 
303,877 
16,032 
6.0% 
I>crcent 
off.o.b. 
Hono-
lulu 
cost 
1.7 
15.2 
34.8 
100.0 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT (See supplement to table I) 
t• In acld ilion to 3 percent deduction from farmers gross revenue. 
Plant B, daily capacity, 
40,000 pounds of raw fruit 
Computat ion 
4,720,000 pounds 
fruit @ 3.5¢/lb.= 
$ 165,200 X 3%" 
943 ,996 pounds @ 
9!A¢/ lb. 
4,720,000 pounds @ 
4!A¢ 
l 96,666 cases @ 
$3.09/case 
Annual 
cost 
Dollars 
9,912 
87,320 
200,600 
540,475 
607 ,754 
67,279 
14.8% 
Percent 
of f.o.b . 
1-lono-
lulu 
cost 
1.8 
16.2 
37.1 
100.0 
Plant C, daily ca pacity, 
80,000 pounds of raw fruit 
Percent 
of f.o.b . AnnualComputation l-l ono-
cos t lulu 
cost 
Dollars 
9,440,000 pounds 
fruit@ 3.5¢/lb.= 
$330,400 X 3'/c," 19,82,1 1.9 
1,887,992 pounds 
@ 9 !A¢/lb. 16.7 174 ,6'10 
9,440,000 pounds 
@ 4!A ¢ 40 1,200 38.2 
1,048,910 100.0 
393 ,332 cases@ 
$3.09/case 1,215,508 
166,598 
21.8% 
----
TABLE I . (Supplement) 
Plant B, daiiy Pla nt C, daily 
capacity, 40,000 capacity, 80,000 
pounds of raw truit pounds of raw fruit 
Dollars Dol/(lrs 
45,000 45 ,000 
48,000 48,000 
45,000 45 ,000 
14,554 
236,000 
35 ,384 
14,000 
472 
29, 108 
472,000 
70,768 
28.000 
944 
15,000 2:; ,000 
453,410 763 ,820 
27,205 45,829 
Plant A, dai ly 
Capita l investment capacity, 20,000 
pounds of raw fruitI 
Do/1,1:·s 
Land...... .... .. . 30,000 
Buildings ... ··I 36,000 
Machinery and eq uipment.. . 
Inventories: 
Sugar.. ..... ......... ...... .. 
····· ····---·· ·· 
Juice ... ....... ..... ... .... 
Cans ....... ............. ...... 
Cartons.. ....... .... ... 
Chemicals .. .... ... .. 
Operating fund .. .. . 
Total inves tment.. .... 267 ,205 
....... ·I 
Six percent return to capita l. .. . 16,032 
-11,000 
7,277 
11 8,000 
17,692 
7,000 
236 
10,000 
TABLE 2. Passion fruit process ing cos ts per case and per 6-o unce ca n of frozen j uice, 
p lan ts A, B, and C 
Plant A, daily 
capacity, 20,000 
Factor requirements pounds of raw fruit 
Per 
Per case Ii-oz. can 
Dollars Cents 
Land .......... .. .......
---·· · ···· · ------······· 
·· ·· ···· 
Buildings..... ......... ..... ... ...... 0.0 18 0.08 
Equipment.. ... .14 
Sa la ries ...... ..... .. .... 
.033
·· ·- -
.183 .76 
Wages ....... ........ ......... 
\ Vork men ·s com pt·1 s .. on. 
.159 
.003 
.66 
.0 1 
Repai rs :! n d maintc:nan ce. .020 .09 
Cans ....... ................... 
············ 
540 2.25 
Cartons .... ......... ........ .. 
······· -
.071 .30 
Chem icals and detergents. .007 .03 
Freezing and storage' ......... .315 1.31 
Insura nce ....... 
----· -· ·· 
...... .009 .04 
Taxes on gross sa les......... .029 .12 
Taxes on improve ments ... .008 .03 
Utilities............ ....... 
·········· 
.0 18 .07 
Adver tising and 
promo tion .......... ... 
·········· 
.0.,0 .2 1 
Sugar. .... ...... 
-----···- -- · 
...... .444 1.85 
Fruit at 4\(.a ¢ to processor 1.020 4.25 
6 percent return to cap ita l .163 .68 
Total. ........ .... . .... .... 3.090 12.88 
Plant B, dail y 
capacity, 40,000 
pounds of raw fruit 
Per case 
Dollars 
.. ...... 
0.0 12 
.018 
.092 
.108 
.002 
.0 15 
.540 
.071 
.007 
.3 15 
.008 
.029 
.006 
.Oi l 
.050 
.444 
1.020 
.138 
2.886 
I Per6-oz. can 
Cents 
........ 
0.05 
.08 
.38 
.45 
.0 1 
.06 
2.25 
.30 
.03 
1.31 
.03 
.1 2 
.03 
.05 
.2 1 
1.85 
4.25 
.58 
12.04 
Plant C, daily 
capacity, 80,000 
pounds of raw fruit 
Per 
Per case 
Dollars 
........ 
0.006 
.009 
.050 
.095 
.002 
.OIO 
.540 
.071 
.007 
.3 15 
.006 
.029 
.003 
.009 
.O:iO 
.444 
1.020 
.11 7 
2.783 
6-oz. ca n 
Cents 
........ 
0.03 
.04 
.2 1 
.39 
.01 
.04 
2.25 
.30 
.03 
1.31 
.02 
.12 
.0 1 
.04 
.2 1 
1.85 
4.25 
.49 
11.60 
a Including allowance for mainland storage costs to be incurred by processor. 
11 
computed at 118 days. In determining the effect of economy of 
scale on rate of return, price was held constant at $3.09 per 6-ounce 
can f.o.b. Honolulu which would permit a competitive West Coast 
retail price of 21 cents per 6-ounce can. In determining the effect 
of scale on price, rate of return was held constant at the going al­
ternative cost of 6 percent. Standard requirements for labor, equip­
ment, land, buildings, and materials were obtained from commer­
cial plants. The length of season for this purpose is the number of 
days during which passion fruit is available for processing rather 
than the total number of 8-hour days of processing. The number 
of hours of operation has been set according to the design of opera­
tion for each plant model. 
Plant A is considered the minimum size which would permit 
reasonably economical machinery and labor utilization and allow 
a 6 percent rate of return on investment, which is essentially a 
break-even figure considering alternative rates of return to invest­
ment capital. Plant B, with twice the capacity of plant A but with 
a more efficient combination of production factors, affords greater 
economy in the use of land, buildings, equipment, office personnel, 
and labor per unit of output. Costs of materials are proportional 
to those for plant A. Plant C is an expansion of plant B into two 
8-hour shifts with a capacity twice that of plant B and four times 
that of plant A. Insofar as operating season is concerned, plant B 
when expanded into two shifts would be no different than a one­
shift plant twice the size of plant B although the first case is an 
expansion in output per hour and the second an expansion in the 
number of hours operated. Other possible combinations or expan­
sions might be designed such as a double shift for plant A. How­
ever, the logical move in this case would be an expansion to plant 
B rather than a double shift for plant A since essentially the same 
machinery is used for B as for A but the larger unit provides a 
much more efficient use of labor. On the other hand, an expansion 
f-rom plant B to plant C on a capacity per hour basis rather than 
a two-shift basis would require duplication of certain machines 
used to maximum hourly capacity in plant B. 
Rate of Return 
Whereas under the conditions listed in table 1 the net rate of 
return to capital is only 6.0 percent for plant A, it is 14.8 percent 
for plant B, and 21.8 percent for plant C with the price per 6-ounce 
12 
Unloading 1-ton crate of passion fruit into conveyer. Crate shipped to Honolulu from 
island of Hawaii . 
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Bags of pass ion fruit from island of H awaii ready for processing in Honolulu . 
can held constant4 (table 1 and figure 1) . Thus the rate of return 
increases considerably ·with expansion in scale, but at a decreasing 
rate. Plant B with double the capacity of A shows a rate of return 
3.6 times as great as A. Plant C with double the capacity of B has 
a rate of return of only 1.5 time as great as B. This is largely due 
to the fact that plant B provides a more efficient combination of 
labor and machinery than does plant A. But some steps in plant B 
require no additional labor above the requirements of plant A. 
Plant C, on the other hand, except for management, requires a 
doubling of the labor used in plant B. There is very little reduction 
in variable costs for plant C in relation to plant Band the economy 
of scale is due largely to more effective use of fixed factors such as 
land, buildings, machinery, equipment, and management. Except 
for the possible addition of a third shift, expansion in the output 
of plant C ,vould require an almost proportional expansion in 
equipment and labor. 
• Over a period of time the benefits from economy of scale would he renectcd more in th e 
form of lower prices and possible expansion in output than in an increase in ra te of return 
in excess of opportunity cos ts on the invested capi ta l. Nevertheless , rate of re turn with a 
fixed selling price does show the advantages o f economy of sca le. 
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FIGURE 1. Comparative rates of return on capital investment, plant A , B, and C; f.o .b. 
Honolulu price, 12.88 cents per 6-ounce can; 11 8-day operating season . 
With machinery currently in use , expansion of plant capacity 
beyond that of plant C would permit some increase in efficiency, 
but a proportionally smaller increase than in expanding from plant 
B to plant C. In passion fruit processing, as indicated previously, 
variable costs are large in relation to fixed costs. Nevertheless, with 
greater efficiency in the use of fixed factors through expansion, 
per unit fixed costs may be reduced sufficiently to permit consid­
erable economy. 
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Whereas the economic models were developed from actual data 
supplied by commercial plants, none of the models is an exact 
representation of an existing commercial plant. Yet the effects of 
changes in various factors as illustrated for the models would be 
generally applicable to plants of somewhat different size and com­
bination. In fact, a well-designed model, through elimination of 
special conditions tending to exist in actual commercial plants, 
should afford a better basis for comparison than a case study of 
an individual plant. 
Price 
Both f.o.b. Honolulu and West Coast retail pnces would be 
affected less by scale, other conditions being the same, than ,vould 
the rate of return, providing that benefits from economy of scale 
were absorbed as a greater return to capital rather than to bring 
about a reduction in price. Actually, with an elastic consumer de­
mand which characterizes passion fruit juice with moderate distri­
bution, benefits might well be greater through price reduction and 
expanded output with consequent greater aggregate returns to the 
industry. 5 Theoretically, capital would then flow into passion fruit 
processing to the point where returns to capital so invested declined 
to the level of returns in alternative investments. 
In maintaining a break-even operation at a 6 percent rate of re­
turn , plant A could sell frozen passion fruit juice at 12.88 cents per 
6-ounce can f.o.b. Honolulu and retail it at 21 cents per can on the 
West Coast (figure 2). Studies of the mainland market potential 
indicate 21 cents to be a competitive price in relation to prices of 
mainland frozen juice concentrates. 6 7 Comparative prices accord­• 
ing to the calculations in table 1 would be 12.04 cents and 19.75 
cents for plant Band 11.58 cents and 19.08 cents for plant C. Actual 
minimum retail prices would likely be rounded off to 20 cents or 
2 for 39 cents for the product of plant Band 19 cents for the product 
of plant C. 
Although these differences appear small, the 2 cent difference at 
the retail level might well determine the success or failure of the 
industry in a highly competitive market. 
• Scott, Frank S., Jr. , Frozen Passion Fruit Juice-An Appraisal of the Mainland Market 
Potential, Agricultural Economics Report 25, Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station , 
December, 1955, pp. 13-16. 
6 l bid. 
cott, Frank S. , Jr., An Analysis of i\Iarket Development for Frozen Passion Fruit ju.ice, 
Agricultural Economics Bulletin II , Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, June, 1958. 
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FIGURE 2. Comparative f.o.b. H onolulu and vVest Coast retail prices per 6-ounce can of 
frozen passion fruit juice, permitting a 6 percent return on processor's capital investment, 
plants A, B, and C. 
LENGTH OF PROCESSING SEASON 
The exact length of harvest season for passion fruit has not been 
definitely established. However, the present production period 
appears to allow for about 118 full days from late June to mid­
February with peak operations during August and September. 
Inasmuch as processing plants thus far have not been able to use 
all of the passion fruit produced and have to a considerable extent 
17 
geared their purchases to their output, processing has not been fully 
coordinated with the seasonal production pattern. With an assured 
market for all passion fruit produced, the length of the processing 
season ·would be expected to coincide more nearly with seasonality 
of production. 
Through lack of care of the vineyards, the season would , of 
course, fall short of the estimated 118 days. But with better cul­
tural practices and selection of varieties, there is indication that 
the production season could be extended. 
Commercial passion fruit processing plants also process frozen 
guava nectar. This does not, however, significantly extend the 
processing season inasmuch as the guava harvest coincides with 
that of passion fruit. The manufacture of certain other juices, such 
as papaya, citrus, or punch, might extend the operating season and 
provide greater use of plant facilities. There is little diversification 
as yet, however, in plants producing frozen passion fruit juice in 
6-ounce cans and such a study is beyond the scope of this report. 
Rate of Return 
The effect of length of season on rate of return has been com­
puted for a range of 82 to 136 days as shown in tables 3, 4, and 5 
and figure 3. All other factors are taken from table 1 and adjusted 
only in accordance with the effects of length of season on costs and 
returns of the processing operation. At 118 full days of operation, 
which was the base used in table 1, costs and returns are identical 
to those in table 1. 
The effects of length of season on rate of return would be ex­
pected to be proportionately greater for small plants than for large 
plants because of the proportionately greater per unit cost of fac­
tors other than raw materials. On the other hand , the actual in­
crease is greater for the larger plants because of a greater rate of 
return at all levels of output ·within the range in length of season 
used in the study coupled with a larger base output. 
For plant A, the calculated rate of return on capital investment 
ranges from 0.9 percent with only 82 full days of operation to 8.6 
percent with 136 days of operation. Whereas the increase in rate 
of return per additional day of operation is approximately the 
same in the aggregate at any level, it is proportionately greater 
percentagewise at the lower levels because of the relationship to 
a smaller base. 
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TABLE 3. Effect of length of processing season on passion frui t processor's rate of return to ca pital, p lant A, capaci ty of 20,000 pounds per day; 
f.o.b. Honolu lu price, 12.88 cents per 6-ounce can; West Coast reta il pr ice, 2 1 cen ts 
Item 
82 88 
Dollars Dollars 
Annual cosls 
Bu il d ings ...... I 1,800 1,800
············ ·• ······· ---···· ··-· 
Equipmen t. .... 
··········----······ ··· ······ 
Sa la ri es....... 
······-···-------· 
----········ 
Wages ........................................ 
Workmen 's compensa tion ..... 
······ 
Repairs and ma intenance .......... 
Cans ........... 
---················· ···········--· 
Cartons............................................. 
Chemicals and de tergen ts............. 
Storage ............................ .................. 
Insurance on bu ildings .............. ... 
Insurance on stock .................. ....... 
Taxes on gross sales ...... 
·--········· 
Taxes on improvemen ts....... 
Uti li t ies: telephone .............. 
---····· 
lights.. ......... .. ................. 
power for mach in ery ... 
water.. ................. .. .......... 
Advertisi ng and promotion ....... 
Sugar... ...................... .. .... ..... ........ 
Raw fruit.. ..................... 
················· 
Total annual costs (not incl uding 
interest on capital investment) ... 
Gross returns at 12.88 cen ts per 
6-ounce can f.o.b. Honolulu 
(21 cen ts West Coast reta il ) ....... 
Net returns ................................... 
3.233 3,233 
18,000 18,000 
11 ,940 12,550 
2 15 226 
1,390 1,492 
36,884 39,582 
4,864 5,220 
492 528 
21,526 23,101 
450 450 
293 315 
1.968 2, 11 2 
800 800 
480 480 
300 310 
560 600 
102 103 
3,444 3,696 
30,340 32,560 
69,700 74,800 
208,78 1 221,958 
2 11 ,169 226,620 
2.388 4,662 
Rate of retu rn (percen t) ................. I 0.9 1.7 
N umber of full clays of operation during processing season 
94 100 106 11 2 11 8 124 
Dollars Dollars Dollars I Dollars Dollars Dollars 
1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 
3,233 3,233 3,2.~3 I 3,233 3,233 3,233 
18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 
13 ,160 13,770 14,380 I 14,990 15 ,600 16,2 10 
237 248 259 270 281 292 
1,593 1,695 1,797 I 1,898 2,000 2,102 
42,28 1 44,980 47,679 50,378 53,076 55,775 
5,576 5,932 6,288 6,644 7,000 7,356 
564 600 636 672 708 744I24,676 26.251 27,826 29,401 30,976 32,551 
450 450 450 450 450 450I337 359 381 403 425 447i2,4002.256 2,544 2,688 2,976 2,832 
800 800 800 800 800 800 
480 480 480 480 480 480 
320 330 340 I 350 360 370 
640 680 720 760 800 840 
104 105 106 107 108 109 I 110 I 11 
3,948 4,200 4,452 I 4,704 4,956 5,460 5,7 12 5,208 
34,780 37,000 39,220 ' 41,440 43,6fi0 48,100 50,320 45,880 
79,900 85,000 90,100 95,200 100,300 105,400 110,500 115,600 
235,135 248,313 261,491 274,668 287,845 301,023 314,201 327 ,379 
I 
242,072 257 ,523 272,974 288,426 350,23 1 303,877 319,328 334 ,780 
6,937 9,210 11 ,483 13,758 16,032 18,305 22,85220,579 
2.6 3.4 4.3 5.1 6.0 6.8 8.67.7I 
130 
Dollars Dollars 
1,800 1,800 
3,233 3,233 
18,000 18,000 
16,820 17,430 
3 14 303 
2,3062,204 
61,17358,474 
8,068 7,7 12 
8 16 780 
34,1 26 35,701 
450 I 450 
469 49 1 
3,120 3,264 
800 800 
480 I 480 
380 390 
880 920 
136 
TABLE 4. EITect of length of processing season on passion fruit proces or·s rate of return Lo capital, p lan t B, capacity of 40,000 pounds per day; 
E.o.b. H onolulu price, 12.88 cents per 6-ounce can; West Coast reta il price, 2l cents 
Item 
Annual costs 
Building ... ..................................... .. 
Equipment. ... ...... 
------······· -----···-····· 
Sa laries ............. 
----------·· ···················· 
Wages ....... 
---·------············· ·· ··· ··········· 
\•Vorkmen's com pensation ........... 
Repairs and maintenance ............. 
Cans .................................................. 
Cartons ............................................. 
Chemica ls and detergents............. 
Storage ........... 
---···-··---············-········· 
N) Insurance on buildings................. 
Insurance on stock ... ........ 
------·------
- Taxes on gross sa les....................... 
Taxes on improvements.......... ..... 
Ut ili t ies : Lelephone ..... .................. 
lights............................... 
power for machinery... 
water. ... ........................... 
Advertis ing and prornolion ......... 
Sugar. ....... ... .......... .. .......................... 
Raw fruit.. ....................................... 
Tota l annua l cos ts (not including 
in teres t on capital investment) ... 
Cross returns a t 12.88 cenls per 
6-ounce can f.o.b. Honol11lu 
(21 cents West Coast retai l) ........ 
Net returns............ 
------··-··-··············· ·· 
Rale o[ relllrn (percent) ................ . 
82 
Dollars 
2,400 
3,500 
18,000 
16,929 
305 
2,084 
73,766 
9,728 
984 
43,052 
700 
59 L 
3,936 
1,200 
720 
300 
667 
178 
G,888 
60,680 
139,400 
386,008 
422.338 
36,330 
8.0 
88 
Dollars 
2,400 
3,500 
18,000 
17,64 1 
317 
2,237 
79, 164 
10,440 
1,056 
46,202 
700 
634 
4,224 
1,200 
720 
3 10 
716 
179 
7,392 
65 ,120 
149,600 
411 ,752 
453,240 
41,488 
9.2 
j umber of full days of operation during process ing season 
94 
Dollars 
100 
Dollars 
106 
Dollars 
ll 2 
Dollars 
11 8 
Dollars 
124 
Dollars 
2,400 
3,500 
18,000 
18,353 
330 
2,389 
84,56 1 
11 ,152 
1,12 
49,352 
700 
677 
4,5 12 
1,200 
720 
320 
765 
181 
7,896 
69,560 
159,800 
2,400 
3,500 
18,000 
19,064 
343 
2,542 
89,959 
11,864 
1,200 
52,502 
700 
720 
4,800 
1,200 
720 
330 
8 14 
183 
8,400 
74,000 
170,000 
2,400 
3,500 
18,000 
19,776 
356 
2,695 
95,356 
12,5 76 
1,272 
55,652 
700 
764 
5,088 
1,200 
720 
340 
862 
185 
8,904 
78 ,440 
180,200 
2,400 
3,500 
18,000 
20,488 
369 
2,847 
100,754 
13,288 
1,344 
58,802 
700 
807 
5,376 
1,200 
720 
350 
9 1 l 
186 
9,408 
82,880 
190 ,400 
2,400 
3,500 
18,000 
21,200 
382 
3,000 
106,151 
14,000 
1,416 
61,952 
700 
850 
5,664 
1,200 
720 
360 
960 
188 
9,912 
87,320 
200,600 
2,400 
3,500 
18,000 
2 1,9 12 
394 
3,152 
111 ,549 
14,7 12 
1,488 
65,102 
700 
893 
5,952 
1,200 
720 
370 
1,009 
190 
10,416 
91,760 
2 10,800 
437,496 
484, 144 
46,648 
10.3 
I 
463,24 1 
5 15,046 
5 1,805 
I I .4 I 
488,986 
545 ,948 
56,962 
12.6 
I 5 14,730 
576,852 
62 ,122 
13.7 
I 
I 
I 
540,475 
607 ,754 
67 ,279 
14.8 
I 566,2 19 
638,656 
72,437 
[6.0 
136 130 
Dollars Dollars 
2,400 2,400 
3,5003,500 
18,000 18,000 
22,624 23,336 
407 420 
3,305 3,457 
116,947 122,344 
16,13515,423 
1,560 1,632 
71,40368 ,253 
700 700 
979936 
6,5286,240 
1,200 1,200 
720720 
390380 I1,057 
191 
10,920 
96,200 
22 1,000 
59 1,963 
669,560 
77,597 
17 . l 
1,106 
193 
J J ,424 
100,640 
23 1,200 
617 ,707 
700,462 
82,755 
18.3 
TARLE 5. EfTect of length of processing season on pass ion fruit processor's rate of return to cap ital , p lant C, capaci ty of 80,000 pounds per day; 
f.o.b. Honolulu price, 12.88 cents per 6-ounce can; vVest Coast reta il price, 21 cents 
N umber of full cla ys of operat ion dur ing process ing seaso n 
Item 
I 
82 88 94 100 106 11 2 118 124 130 136 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
Annual costs 
J311ildin gs.. 
------------ ······ ···· 
..... 2,400 2,400 2.400 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 
Equipm en t.. ..... 
-----············ 
.. ......... 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,5 00 3,500 3,500 
Sa laries ................ 
·······················•··•·· 19,800 19,800 19,800 19,800 19,800 19,800 19,800 
I 
19,800 19,800 19,800 
Wages 
----- -------
···················· 
·------·-···· 28,047 29,573 31,099 32,624 34,149 I 35,675 37,200 38,725 40,25 1 4 1,776 
\Vorkm en 's co rnpensalion.. 505 533 560 587 6 15 642 670 697 725 752 
Repairs a nd maintenance 
--··· ······· 
2.780 2,983 3,186 3,390 3,593 3,797 4,000 4,204 4,407 4,6 10 
Ca ns .................. 
····-------·-········ 
147,534 158,329 169,124 179,919 190,714 20 1,5 09 212,304 223,099 233,894 244,689
Canons ...... ... ....... 
········--- --··········· 19,457 20,881 22,305 23,729 25,153 26,576 28,000 
I 
29,424 30,817 32,27 1 
Chem ica ls and detergents 
--·········· 1,968 2,1 12 2,256 2,'100 2,544 2,688 2,832 2,976 3,120 3,264
Storage ................. 
---········· ······ 
86,104 92,404 98,704 105,004 111 ,304 117,604 123,904 130,204 136,504 142,805 
lnsurnnce on buildings ..... 
··-----···· 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 
I 
700 700 700 
Insurance on stock 
··--·-··· ··· ·········•• 1,182 l ,268 1,354 l ,44 1 1,527 1,614 1,700 1,786 1,873 1,959 
Taxes on gross sa les .... 7,872 8,448 9,024 9,600 10,176 10,752 11 ,328 11 ,904 12,480 13,0, 6
Taxes on i111pruven1 e nts .... I,2U U 1,200 1,200 l ,2 00 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 I 1,200 1.2CO Uti lities: telephone ....................... 720 720 720 720 720 720 720 720 720 720 
li ghts ............................... 600 620 640 660 680 700 720 740 760 780 
power for mac hin ery .. l ,335 1,432 1,530 l ,627 1,725 1,822 1,920 I 2,0 18 I 2. 11 5 2.2 13 
waler. . __ ___ 
············ 
330 333 336 339 342 345 348 35 1 3,;4 3,;7
Advertising and promot ion .. 13,776 14,784 15,792 16.800 17,808 18,8 16 19,824 20,832 2 1,84 0 22.84 S 
Sugar.. .................. .................. 12 1,360 130,240 139, 120 148,000 156,880 165 ,760 174,640 183,520 192,400 20 1.28'.l 
Raw fruit. ............ 
--············---
278,800 299,200 319 ,600 340,000 360,400 380,800 401,200 42 1,600 442,000 462 ,400 
Total an nual costs (not in cludi ng 
Ii n te rest on cap ita l in vestment) ... 739,970 79 1,460 842 ,950 894,440 945,930 997,420 1,048,910 1,100,400 1,151,8 90 I ,203 ,380 
Cross ret urns at 12.88 ce nts per 
6-011n ce ca n f.o.b. H ono l11lu I(2 1 cents \\' est Coast re tail ) . 
······ 1 
844 ,676 906,480 968 .288 1,030,092 1,091,896 1,153,704 1,2 15,508 1,277,3 12 1,339,120 l .400.924 
Net ret urns ..... ..... .... 
······---
. .... I 04.706 11 5,020 125,338 J35,652 145,966 156,284 166,598 176,9 12 187,230 I 97,544 
R a te of re turn (percent) 
·--······ · · 
13.7 15.1 16.4 17.8 19.1 20.5 2 1.8 23.2 24.5 2, .9 
RATE OF RETURN (PERCENT) 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
---
5 I"- Break even po int 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Io_,___________________.____________. 
80 90 100 110 120 130 140 
Number of Full Doys of Operation 
FIGURE 3. Effect of length of processing season on processor·s rate of return to capita l in ­
vestment , plants A, B, and C; f.o.b. Honolulu price, 12.88 cent s per 6-ounce ca n. 
Rate of return for plant B ranges from 8.0 percent for 82 days 
to 18.3 percent for 136 days. For plant C, the rate of return under 
the same conditions ranges from 13.7 to 25.9. 
For all model plants the length of processing season has a consid­
erably greater effect on rate of return than does scale of operation. 
In considering capacity alone, plant B which has double the ca­
pacity of plant A has a rate of return 3.6 times as great. But through 
increasing plant A 's operating season from 82 to 130 days or 1.66 
23 
times, the rate of return increased from 0.9 percent to 8.6 percent 
or 9 .6 times. Similar patterns hold true for plants B and C but 
with the absolute increase in rate of return being greater as the 
size of plant is increased as compared with a greater proportional 
return for the small plant. 
Pr ice 
Assuming a fixed rate of return of 6 percent, which investment 
capital might be expected to earn elsewhere, length of the process­
ing season would have an important effect on both the retail and 
wholesale prices at which frozen passion fruit juice could be offered. 
The effect of length of processing season on price is shown for 
plants A, B, and C in tables 6, 7, and 8, respectively, and in figure 4. 
As was true with regard to the effect of length of season on rate 
of return, the effect on the price at which the juice could be offered 
for sale is proportionately greater for the small plant. The base 
operating period of 118 days would permit selling the frozen juice 
at 12.88 cents per 6-ounce can ($3. 09 per case of 24 6-ounce) f.o.b. 
Honolulu and 21.0 cents to West Coast consumers. With an operat­
ing period of only 82 days, it would be necessary to receive 13.7 
cents per can f.o.b. Honolulu in order to return 6 percent on the 
investment. At this f.o.b. Honolulu price, the frozen passion fruit 
juice would be expected to retail at 22 cents on the West Coast. 
With the maximum projected operating season of 136 days, the 
product could be sold for 12.6 cents per 6-ounce can f.o.b. Hono­
lulu and retail for 20.5 cents per 6-ounce can on the West Coast 
and still yield a 6 percent return on the capital investment. 
Plant B under the above conditions would permit an f.o.b. Hono­
lulu price of 12.6 cents and a West Coast retail price of 20.5 cents 
per 6-ounce can with an annual processing season of 82 days and 
11.9 cents and 19.5 cents, respectively, with a processing season of 
136 days. 
For plant C, length of season has considerably less effect on price 
within the 82- to 136-day range than is true for the smaller plants. 
With a daily capacity of four times that of plant A, the absorption 
of fixed costs is much greater. Other conditions being the same as 
in the base model in table 1, an operating period of 82 days would 
permit an f.o.b . Honolulu price of 11.96 cents and a West Coast 
24 
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TABLE 6. Effect of length of procei.si ng season on E.o.b. Hono lu lu cost and \ Vest Coast retail price of frozen passion fruit juice in 6-ouncc cans, 
p lant A, capacity of 20,000 pounds of raw fruit per clay 
Number of full clays of operation dur ing processing season 
I tem 
Tota l costs (not including i111erest 
on cap ita l inves tment) ........... 
I nte rest on capital in ves tment. ... 
Tota l costs ... 
Number of cases 
Costs per case (2'1 6-oz.) , f.o.h. 
Hono lul u ....................................... .. 
Price per 6-ounce ca n , E.o. b. 
Honolul 11.. ..... ....................... 
Retai l price, West Coast. .... .... ..... 
82 
S208,78 I 
S16.032 
.S224,813 
68,333 
$3 .29 
13.7 1¢ 
22. 17¢ 
88 
S22 1.958 
$16,032 
$237,990 
73,333 
$3.25 
13.54 ¢ 
2 1.92¢ 
94 
$235,135 
$ 16,032 
$25 1,167 
78,333 
$3.2 1 
13.37¢ 
2 1.67( 
100 
$248,313 
S 16,032 
. 264.345 
83,333 
$3. 17 
13.2 1¢ 
2 1.42¢ 
11 2 
_ 106_1 
$261,491 $274 ,668 
$16,032 S 16,032 
$277,523 S290,700 
88,333 93 ,333 
$3. 14 $3 .11 
13.08¢ 12.96¢ 
21.25¢ 21.08¢ 
11 8 
$287,845 
$ 16,032 
$303 ,877 
98,333 
$3.09 
12.88¢ 
2 1.00¢ 
12·1 
$30 1,022 
$ 16,032 
')3 17,054 
103 ,333 
$3.07 
12.79¢ 
20 .831'· 
130 
. ·3 11 ,20 1 
S16,032 
$330,233 
l 08,333 
$3.0:'i 
12.7 1r 
20.(i7( 
s :· 2, .379 
S l (i.0 ~2 
')343,4 11 
11 3,333 
$3.03 
12.62{ 
2058(' 
N) 
O') 
TABLE 7. E ffec t of length of process ing season on E.o.b. Hono lulu cost a nd \Vest Coast reta il p ri ce of frozen passion fr ui t ju ice in 6-o un ce ca ns, 
p lant B, capacity of 40,000 pounds of raw fruit per clay 
N um ber of full clays of operation during process ing season 
Item 
Tota l costs (not including inte rest 
on cap ita l in ves tment) ......... ..... . 
Interes t on ca pi ta l in vesl 111 en l.. ... . 
Tota l costs................... ... 
N um ber of cases .... ...................... . 
Costs per case (24 6·oz.) , f.o. b. 
H ono lu lu .. 
P r~~1;ii:, t°.~'." c.e..c,i.n ,.~·.°.·.li . ·········--1 
Re ta il p ri ce. \\'es t Coast. ..... 
I 8889 
s : sG.OOB 
<27 .20,j 
S4! ~.2 1 ~ 
136,GGG 
S3.C2 
12.58(· 
20.'iO('-
$4 11,752 
$27,205 
S-438,957 
146,666 
S2.99 
12.46<' 
20.37<· 
94 
$437,496 
$27,205 
. 464,701 
156,666 
$2.97 
12.37¢ 
20.2 11'· 
100 
$4<i3,2·11 
S27,205 
.. 490,446 
166,666 
$2.94 
12.2:\· 
20.01( 
106 ! 11 2 
.s:, l·l. 730s -rns.986 
$27 ,205 S27.205 
S5 16,191 S:i4 I ,935 
176,666 186,666 
S2.90S2 .92 
12.08¢ 12.1 7¢ 
19.96('- 19.83¢ 
11 8 
$54 0.475 
S27,205 
S-567,680 
196,666 
$2.89 
12.04¢ 
19.751! 
124 
$566.2 19 
$27,205 
$593,42'1 
206,666 
$2.87 
l 1.96¢ 
19.58¢ 
l!:O 
$:i9 1 .963 
')27.205 
$619. 168 
2 16,666 
S2.SG 
11 .921· 
19.54('-
136 
:f;G I7,707 
S2 7.20!, 
Sf, 1,1,9 12 
226,656 
s2.8,i 
11 .87¢ 
I9.50t'· 
----
/
-, I / I"" - --
TABLE 8. Effect of length of p rocess ing season on f.o. b. Honolu lu cost and \Vest Coas t reta il p rice o f frozen p ass ion fr ui t j u ice in 6-o un ce cans, 
p lant C, capacity o f 80,000 po unds of raw fruit per clay 
Number of full clavs of opera tion du ring process ing season 
I Lem 
Tota l cos ts (not includ ing inter-
est on ca pi ta l inves tment) ...... 
In te rest on capita l in vestmen t. ... 
Total costs ............... 
-----······· ········--
N um ber of cases ............. 
·········· ····· 
Costs per case (24 6-oz.) , f.o .b. 
Honolul u .................................. . 
Price per 6-o unce ca n, f.o. b. 
H onolulu ...... 
------·-··············-· . 
Reta il price, ·w es t Coast.. . ... ....... 
82 88 
S739,970 $791,460 
545,829 $45,829 
$785,799 $837,289 
273,332 293,332 
S2 .87 .1)2.85 
I I .961,'- 11.87(' 
19.:"\8('· 19.50<'· 
9·1 100 106 
$842,950 
$45,829 
SSSS,779 
3 I 3,332 
$894,440 
S45,829 
$9~0.269 
333,332 
$945,930 
$'15,829 
$991,759 
353,332 
$2.84 S2 .82 $2 .8 1 
JI .83<· 
19.42(" 
I I .75(1 
19.33c 
I I .7 I (" 
19.25(' 
I I 12 
S997.420 
$45.829 
SI ,043,249 
373,332 
$2.79 
I I .62¢ 
19. 12¢ 
11 8 
.f l ,048,9 10 
$45,829 
1,094,739 
393 ,332 
$2.78 
11 .58¢ 
19.08¢ 
130 1:· 5124 
I$ 1,100,400 . 1,15 I .890 ' $1,203,380 
$45,829 $45.829 S15.829 
$ 1,146,229 ·l ,197 ,7 19 s , .2,19.209 
4 13,332 453,332 '133.~32 
$2.77 .$2 76 $2.75 
11.54¢ 11 .50('· 11.46¢ 
18.96,119.00¢ 18.92¢ I 
--------
----
----
-----
CENTS PER 6-0UNCE CAN 
23~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-, 
/ 
22 
21 . 
--- -.._ PfQr, f B 
------- , 40,ooo 
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FIGURE 4. Effect of length of processing season on , ,vest Coast retail price of frozen passion 
fruit juice in 6-ounce cans, plants A, B, and C. 
retail price of about 19.5 cents per 6-ounce can for plant C. '\!\Tith 
a season of 136 days, the f.o. b. Honolulu price would be 1 1.46 
cents and the West Coast retail price, approximately 19 cents per 
6-ounce can. 
Because price must be sufficient to embody all costs, the effect 
of length of operating season on price is less than on rate of return, 
which is a residual. 
,, 
/ 
28 
filling machine fo r 6-ounce ca ns in H ono lulu. 
EFFECT OF NET JUICE YIELD 
On Rate of Return t o Capital 
Passion fruit varies markedly in juice yield. Whereas table 1 de­
terminations are based on a net yield of 30 percent from raw fruit 
prevailing under commercial conditions at the time of the study, 
the University of H a"-aii Food Proce sing Laboratory has extracted 
juice yields of over 40 percent from high yielding varieties. It is 
reasonable to assume that through varietal selection and better 
handling, net juice yields might be increased to 40 percent. Thus 
in order to determine the effect of juice yield on the profitability 
[. of passion fruit processing, net profits have been calculated on the 
basis of a net juice yield within the assumed reasonable range of 
28 to 40 percent, with other conditions remaining the same as for 
the basic calculations in table 1. 
With price held constant in order to determine the effect of juice 
yield on profitability as shmrn in table 9 and figure 5, the rate of 
29 
--- --- --- ---- --- ---
---
-- --- --- --- --- ---
---
--
--
--- --- ---
-
--- ---
---
--- ---
-
---
TABLE 9. Effect of juice yield on passion fruit processor's rate o f return to capital , plant A, capacity of 20,000 pounds per clay; cos t of raw fruit, 
4Vi¢ per pound f.o.b. plant; f.o.b. Honolulu price, 12.88 cem s per 6-ounce ca n 
Percent net yie ld of juice from raw fruit 
ILem 
Tota l costs o ther 
than raw juice ... 
·· -··· 
..... ... 
Tota l cost of raw 
juice to processor ..... 
····· 
.. ... 
Tota l costs (not including 
return to capital ) ..... .. ....... 
Gross returns to pro-
cessor a t 12.88 cent s 
per 6-ounce ca n 
f.o.b . Honolulu .... 
Net returns ........ 
28 
Dollars 
187,545 
107 ,464 
295 ,009 
303 ,877 
8,868 
Rate o[ return on 
capi tal in vestment 
(percent) .............. ..... 3.3
············ 
29 
Dollars 
187,545 
103,759 
291,30<! 
303,877 
12 ,573 
4.7 
30 
Dollars 
187 ,545 
100,300 
287,845 
303,877 
16,032 
6.0 
I 31 I 32 
Dollars 
187,545 
97,065 
284,6 10 
303,877 
19,267 
7.2 
l)ol/ars 
187 ,545 
94,03 1 
28 1,576 
303,877 
22,301 
---· 
8.3 
33 
Dollars 
187 ,545 
91,182 
278,727 
303,877 
25,150 
9.4 
34 
Dollars 
187 ,545 
88,500 
276,045 
303,877 
27,832 
10.4 
35 
Dollars 
187 ,545 
80,97 1 
273,516 
303,877 
30,361 
11.4 
36 
Dollars 
187 ,545 
83,583 
27 1,128 
303,877 
32,749 
12.3 
37 
Dollars 
187,:,4:i 
8 1,324 
268,869 
303 .877 
35,008 
·-
13. l 
38 
Dollars 
187 .54:j 
79, 184 
266,729 
303,877 
37, 148 
13.9 
39 
Dollars 
187,545 
77, 154 
264 ,699 
303,877 
39,178 
14.7 I 
40 
Dollars 
187,545 
75 ,225 
262.770 
301.877 
41, 107 
15. II 
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RATE OF RETURN (PERCENT) 
35---,-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~= 
IF-.___ Break even po int5 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0 
28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
Percent Net Yield of Juice from Raw Fruit 
F 11; uRE 5. Effect of net juice yield on processor's ra te of return to capita l inves tm ent ; plants 
A, B, and C; price LO processo r, 12.88 cents per 6·ounce ca n; \Vest Coast re1ail p ri ce, 21 
cents per 6-ounce can. 
return on capital investment for plant A would range from 3.3 per­
cent at a 28 percent juice yield to 15.4 percent for a 40 percent 
yield. 
Because of the higher ratio of variable to fixed costs for the larger 
plants, the effect of juice yield on profitability would have an even 
31 
--- --- --- --------- --------- ---
------------ ---
--- ---
---------------
-------- ------
TAllLE 10. Effect of juice yield on passion fruit p rocessor's ra te of return lo ca pital , p lan t B, ca pacity of 40,000 po unds per clay; cos t of raw fruit , 
4 \4¢ per pound f.o .b. plant ; f.o. b. Honolulu price, 12.88 cents per 6-ounce ca n 
l' erccnl ne t yield of juice from raw fr ui t 
lem 
Total cos ts other 
than raw juice.. ...................... 
To tal cos t of raw 
j u ice lo processo r. ............ ..... 
Total cos ts (no t incl udi ng 
return to capita l) ..... 
----· 
Gross returns lo pro-
cessor al 12.88 cents 
per 6-o unce can 
f.o.b. H onolulu 
-------
.............. 
Net ret urns .. ......... ............ 
-·-··-----
Rate of re turn on 
capita l in vestmen t 
(percent) ___ ............... 
28 
-
Dollars 
339,875 
2 14,928 
554,803 
607 ,754 
52,95 1 
= 
11.7 
29 
Dollars 
339,875 
207,5 18 
547,393 
607,754 
60,361 
13.3 
30 
Dollars 
339,875 
200,600 
540,475 
607,754 
67,279 
14.8 
31 
Dollars 
339,875 
194, 130 
534,005 
607,754 
73,749 
16.3 
32 
Dollars 
339,875 
188,062 
527,937 
607,754 
79,8 17 
17.6 
33 
Dollars 
339,875 
182,364 
522,239 
607,754 
85,5 15 
18.9 
34 
Dollars 
339,875 
177,000 
516,875 
607,754 
90,879 
20.0 
35 
Dolla1·s 
339,875 
171,942 
511 ,8 17 
607,754 
95,937 
2 1.2 
36 
Dollars 
339,875 
167,166 
507,041 
607,754 
100,7 13 
22.2 
37 
Dollars 
339,875 
162,648 
502,523 
607,754 
105,23 1 
23.2 
38 
Dollars 
339,875 
158,368 
498,243 
607,754 
109,5 11 
24.2 
39 
Dollars 
339,875 
154,308 
494,183 
607,754 
ll 3,57 1 
25.0 
40 
Dollars 
339,875 
150,450 
490,325 
607,754 
11 7,429 
25.9 
TAIILE 11. Effect of juice yield on passion fruit processor's rate of return to ca pita l, pl ant C, ca pacity of 80,000 pounds per day; cos t of raw fruit , 4 V,;¢ 
per pound f.o.b. plant; f.o.b. Honolulu price, 12.88 cents per 6-ounce can 
Percent net yield of juice from raw fruit 
llem 
28 29 30 31 I 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
Total cos ts 
other than 
raw juice.. ........ 647 ,710 647,710 647,710 647,710 647,710 647 ,710 647,710 647,710 647,7 10 647,710 647,710 647,710 647 ,710 
Total cost of 
raw juice to 
processor.. ........ 429,856 415,036 401,200 388,260 376,124 364,728 354,000 343,884 334,332 325,296 316,736 308,616 300,900 
Total costs 
(not incl ud -
ing return Lo 
capita l) ...... ...... 1,077,566 I ,062,746 1,048,910 1,035,970 1,023,834 1,012,438 1,00 1,710 99 1,594 982,042 973,006 964,446 956,326 948,610 
Gross returns 
to processor 
at 12.88 cents 
per 6-ounce 
ca n f.o.b. 
Ho nolulL1. . ...... 1,2 15,508 1,2 15,508 1,215,508 1,215,508 1,215,508 1,215,508 1,2 15,508 1,2 15,508 1,215,508 1,2 15,508 1,215,508 1,215,508 1,2 15,508 
Net returns....... 137,942 152,762 166,598 179,538 191 ,674 203,070 2 13,798 223,914 233,466 242,502 25 1,062 259,182 266,898 
Rate of ret urn 
-
on capital 
investment 
(percent) ......... I8. 1 20.0 21.8 23.5 25. 1 2G.6 28.0 29.3 30.6 31.7 32.9 33.9 34.9 
greater impact on the profitability of the larger plants as can be 
determined by comparing tables JO and 11 ,rith table 9 and by 
observing figure 5. 
It is of significance that juice yield has an even greater effect on 
profitability of processing than does length of season. This may be 
observed by comparing the appropriate tables and figures in this 
section with those in the preceding section. 
On Price 
\ I\Thereas in the short run additional profits might be realized in 
the form of greater dividends or plowed back into the business for 
further expansion, in the long run the various firms, under reason­
ably competitive conditions, would be expected to expand to the 
point where the return to capital wou ld be in line with that of 
alternative investments. Under such conditions the benefits of 
greater economy might be expected to be absorbed in the form of 
a lower retail price, which would be necessary in order to move the 
greater output off the market. 
If all of the benefits of higher juice yield were to be reflected in 
lower retail prices, the output of any of the three plant models 
could be retailed at 2 cents per G-ounce can less at a juice yield of 
40 percent than at 28 percent as shown in tables 12, 13 , and 14 and 
figure 6. 
34 
---
---
------
---
------ --- ---
---
--- --- --- --- --- ------
---
--- --- --- --- ---
T ,\IILE 12. Effect o f juice yield on \Vest Coas t retai l price o( frozen passion fruit juice, ass uming 6 percent re turn on cap ita l in vestment , p lam 
A, capacity o f 20,000 pounds per day 
Pe rcent ne t yield of ju ice from raw fruit 
Item 4031 34 3929 30 33 35 37 3828 32 36 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
187,545 187,545 187 ,545 
Cost of raw juice...................... ... 
Cos:s other th an raw juice..... 187 ,545 187,545 l 87,545 187,545 187,545 187,545 187,545 l 87,545 187,545 187,545 
107 ,46<[ 79, 184 77, 154 75,225 
Rernrn LO c;opital 
in vestment.. ... ..... 
94,03 1 91,182 88,500 85,!:17 1 81,324 103,759 100,300 · 97,065 83 ,583 
16,032 16,032 
Tota l cos ts to processor ......... ... 
16,032 16,032 16,032 16,032 16,032 16,032 16,032 16,032 16,032 16,032 16,032
----- -·····-········ 
-284,901 3iT]4T 282,76 [ 280,73 1 294 ,759 292,077 289,548 287, 160 278;802 307,336 303,877 300-:-64i 297,608 
Cost f.o. b. Honolulu: 
Per case, dol lars ... 
------·-··· 
2.94 2.90 2.88 2.85 2.84 
Per dozen, dollars ............ 
3. 16 3. 13 3.09 3.06 3.03 3.00 2.97 2.92 
1.44 1.42 1.42 1.50 1.48 l.4 7 1.46 1.451.58 1.56 1.55 1.53 1.52 
12.00 I 1.88 11 .83 
Price f.o. b. warehouse in 
Per G-0 11nce c.-111 . cents 13. 17 13.04 12.88 12.50 12.38 12.25 12.08 12.7.~ 12.62 12.1 7 
I 
San Francisco: I3.24 3.2 1 Per case, dollars ... ......... 3.49 3.36 3.33 3.30 3.20 
Per dozen, dollars....... 
3.52 3.45 3.39 3.28 3.263.42
---·····-· 
I .?ii l.74 l.65 1.62 1.60 1.60 
Per 6-ounce can , cents... ... .... 
l.72 1.71 1.70 1.68 1.66 1.64 1.63 
13.38 13.33 
Reta il se lling price: 
Per case, do ll ars .................. 
14.67 14.54 14.38 14. 12 14.00 13.88 13.75 13.67 13.58 13.50 14.25 
4.8 1 4.7 1 4.68 4.66 
Per dozen, do ll ars ....... ....... .... 
5. 12 5.09 5 .04 4.99 4.94 4.90 4.85 4.79 4.76 
2.40 2.40 2.36 2.342.54 2.38 2.33 
Per 6-ounce ca n , cents ....... 
2.56 2.52 2.50 2.47 2.45 2.42 
19.62 19.50 19.42 2 1.21 20.21 20.04 19.96 19.83 2 1.33 21.00 20.79 20.42 20.58 
---
---
---
TABLE 13. Effect of juice yield on West Coast retai l pri ce of froze n passion fruit juice, assuming 6 percent re turn on ca pital investment , p la nt 
B, capacity of 40,000 pounds per day 
Hem 
Percent net yield of juice from 
28 
---
Dollars 
339,875 
~14,928 
27,205 
---
582,008 
2.96 
1.48 
12.33 
3.32 
1.66 
13.83 
4.84 
2.42 
20. 17 
29 30 
--- ---
Dollars Dollars 
339,875 339,875 
207,5 18 200,600 
27,205 27,205 
---·---
574,598 567,680 
---
---
2.92 2.89 
1.46 1.44 
12. 17 12.04 
3.28 3.25 
1.64 1.62 
13.67 13.54 
4.79 4.74 
2.40 2.37 
19.96 19.75 
31 
---
Dollars 
339,875 
194,130 
27,205 
---
561,2 10 
---
2.85 
1.42 
11.88 
3.21 
1.60 
13.38 
4.68 
2.34 
19.50 
32 
---
Dollars 
339,875 
188,062 
27,205 
---
555,142 
---
2.82 
1.41 
11.75 
3. 18 
1.59 
13.25 
4.64 
2.32 
19.33 
33 
---
Dollars 
339,875 
182,364 
27,205 
---
549,444 
---
2.79 
1.40 
11.62 
3.15 
1.58 
13.1 2 
4.59 
2.30 
19.12 
34 
---
Dollars 
339,875 
177,000 
27,205 
---
544,080 
---
2.77 
1.38 
11.54 
3.13 
1.56 
13.04 
4.56 
2.28 
19.00 
35 
---
Dalla.rs 
339,875 
171,942 
27.205 
---
539,022 
---
2.74 
1.37 
11 .42 
3.10 
1.55 
12.92 
4.52 
2.26 
18.83 
Costs other than raw juice ........ 
Cost of raw juice ..... ................... . 
Return lo capital 
investmen t.. .............................. 
Total cos ts lo processor.. ........... 
Cos t f.o.b . H onolulu : 
Per case, doll ars ...................... . 
Per dozen, do ll a rs ........ .. ......... 
Per 6·ounce ca n, cents ........... 
Price f.o.b. warehouse in 
San Francisco: 
Per case, dolla rs ...................... 
Per dozen, dollars ........... ........ 
Per 6-ounce ca n, cents ...... 
Reta il selling price: 
Per case, dollars .............. ....... 
Per dozen, doll ars ................... 
Per 6-ounce can, cents ....... .... 
ra w fruit 
36 
Dollars 
339,875 
167,166 
27,205 
534,246 
2.72 
1.36 
11.33 
3.08 
1.54 
12.83 
4.49 
2.24 
18.71 
37 38 39 40 
--- ------ ---
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
339,875 339,875 339,875 339,875 
162,648 158,368 154,308 150,450 
27,205 27,205 27 ,205 27,205 
--- --- ---
---
529,728 525,448 521,388 5 17,530 
--- ------ ---
2.69 2.67 2.65 2.63 
1.34 1.34 1.32 1.32 
I 1.21 11.1 2 I 1.04 10.96 
3.05 3.03 3.0 1 2.99 
1.52 1.52 1.50 1.50 
12.71 12.62 12.54 12.46 
4.44 4.41 4.39 4.36 
2.22 2.20 2.20 2. 18 
18.50 18.38 18.29 18. 17 
TABLE 14. Effect of juice yield on West Coast retail price of frozen passion fruit juice, assuming 6 percent return on capital inves tment, plant C, 
capacity of 80,000 pounds per day 
Percent net yield of juice from raw fruit 
Item 
28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
Costs other 
than raw 
juice .................. 647,710 647,710 647,170 647,710 647,710 647,710 647,710 647,710 647, 170 647,710 647,710 647,710 647,7 10 
Cost of raw 
juice .................. 429,856 415,036 40 1,200 388,260 376,124 364,728 354,000 343,884 334,332 325,296 316,736 308,6 16 300,900 
Return to 
capital 
investment....... 45 ,829 45 ,829 45,829 45 ,829 45 ,829 45 ,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 45 ,829 
Total costs to 
processor.... ...... 1,123,395 1,108 ,575 1,094,739 1,081,799 1,069,663 1,058,267 1,047,539 1,037,423 1,027,871 1,018,835 1,010,275 1,002,155 994,439 
----
Cost f.o .b. 
Honolulu : 
Per case, 
dolla rs ..... 
-----· 
2.86 2.82 2.78 2.75 2.72 2.69 2.66 2.64 2.61 2.59 2.57 2.55 2.53 
Per dozen, I 
dollars ............ 1.43 1.41 1.39 1.38 1.36 1.34 1.33 1.32 1.30 1.30 1.28 1.28 1.26 
Per 6-o unce 
can1 ccnls ....... 11.92 11.75 11.60 11.46 11.33 11.21 11.08 11.00 10.88 10.79 10.7 1 10.62 10.54 
Price f.o .b. 
wareho use in 
San Francisco: 
Per case, 
doll a rs ............ 3.22 3.18 3.14 3. 11 3.08 3.05 3.02 3.00 2.97 2.95 2.93 2.9 1 2.89 
Per dozen, 
doll ars ...... ...... 1.61 1.59 1.57 1.56 1.54 1.52 1.51 1.50 1.48 1.48 1.46 1.46 1.44 
Per 6-ounce 
ca n, ce nts ....... 13.42 13.25 13.08 12.96 12.83 12.7 1 12.58 12.50 12.38 12.29 12.2 1 12.1 2 12.04 
R~tail selling 
pnce: 
Per case, 
dollars ............ 4.69 4.64 4.58 4.54 4.49 4.44 4.40 4.38 4.34 4.30 4.28 4.24 4.21 
Per dozen, 
dollars ............ 2.34 2.32 2.29 2.27 2.24 2.22 2.20 2.19 2.17 2.15 2.14 2.1 2 2.10 
Per 6-ou nce 
Ican, cen Ls ....... 19.54 19.33 19.08 18.92 18.7 1 18.50 18.33 18.25 18.08 17 .92 17.83 17.67 17.54 
----
18 
CENTS PER 6-0UNCE CAN 
22 -,-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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21 
19 
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Pe rcent Net Yield of Ju ice from Raw Fruit 
F1c.uRE 6. Effect of net juice yield on " rest Coast reta il price of frozen passion fruit juice 
in 6-ounce cans, plants A, B, and C, a llowing 6 percent return on capital investment. 
EFFECT OF COST OF RAW FRUIT 
On Rate of Return to Capital 
As indicated previously, plant A provides a 6 percent or break­
even return on investment under conditions shown in table 1. This 
assumes a cost of 4V,t cents per pound for raw fruit, f.o.b. process­
ing plant. Any deviation from this price would have a very marked 
effect on rate of return inasmuch as raw fruit constitutes the great-
38 
--- --- --- --- --- --- ---
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TA111.1-: 1,i. Effect o[ cost of raw fruit on passion fruit processor's retwn to capita l investment, plant A, capacity of 20,000 pounds per da y; 
retail price, 2 1 cents per 6-oun ce ca n; f.o.b. Honolulu price, 12.88 cents per 6-ouncc can 
I tem 
To ta l cost of raw fruit to 
processor. ........ 
-------···· -------
Processi ng costs other Ihan 
raw fruit. ................... ........ 
Tota l cos ts (not including 
relUrn lo capital ) ........ 
Gross returns to processo,· 
at 12.88 cenrs per 6-
ounce Gtn f.o.h. 
Honolulu........................ 
3¢ 
Dollars 
70,800 
187,545 
258,345 
303,877 
=N=e=t=r=e=ll=tr=n=s.= ..=·=====-r-4_5_,5_3_2 
Rate of return on capita l 
inveslment (percent) ...... 17.0 
3\4¢ 
Dollars 
76,700 
187,545 
264,245 
303,877 
_ 3_9_,6_3_2 
14.8 
3Yi?¢ 
Dollars 
82,600 
187,545 
270, 145 
303,877 
_ 33_,7_3_2 
12.6 
Cost of raw 
3%¢ 
Dollars 
88,500 
187,545 
276,045 
303,877 
_2_7_,8_3_2 
10.4 
4¢ 
Dollars 
94,400 
187,545 
281 ,945 
303,877 
_ 21_,9_3_2 
8.2 
fru it, E.o.b. process ing p lant , Hono lulu 
4\4¢ 4 \/2¢ 
Dollars Dollars 
100,300 106,200 
187,545 187,545 
287,845 293,745 
303,877 303,877 
_ 16_,_0_32__1_0_,1_3_2 
6.0 3.8 
1:y. (' 
Dollars 
11 2,100 
187,54 :, 
299.645 
303,877 
_ 4_,2_3_2 
1.6 
5¢ 
Dollars 
I 18,000 
187,545 
305,545 
303,877 
_- _1_,6_6_8 
- 0.6 
5\4¢ 
Dolla.-s 
123,900 
187,545 
3 11 ,445 
303,877 
_- __~, ._5_68_ 
- 2.8 
5Y:!¢ 
Dollars 
129,800 
187,545 
317,345 
303,877 
-_ 1_3_, I_G_8 
- !i.O 
5:y;¢ 
Dollars 
135,700 
187,545 
323,245 
303,877 
- 19,%8 
- 7.2 
6¢ 
Dollars 
141,600 
187,545 
329, 145 
303,877 
_-_2_5_.2_6_8 
- 9.:, 
TABLE 16. Effect of cost of raw fruit on passion fruit processor·s return Lo capita l investment, plant B, capacity of 40,000 pounds per day; 
retail price, 2 L cents per 6-ounce can; f.o.b. Honolulu price, 12.88 cents per 6-o unce can 
Item 
Cost of raw fru it, f.o.b. processing plant, Honolulu 
3¢ 
---
Dallars 
141 ,600 
339,875 
481 ,475 
607,754 
126,279 
27.8 
3\4¢ 
---
Dollars 
153,400 
339,875 
493,275 
607,754 
114,479 
25.2 
3\12¢ 
---
Dollars 
165,200 
339,875 
505,075 
607,754 
102,679 
22.6 
3%¢ 
---
Dollars 
177 ,000 
339,875 
516,875 
607,754 
90,879 
I 
20.0 
4¢ 
---
Dollars 
188,800 
339,875 
528,675 
607,754 
79,079 
17.4 
4\4¢ 
---
Dollars 
200,600 
339,875 
54 0,475 
607,754 
67,279 
14.8 
4112¢ 4o/i¢ 5¢ 
------ ---
Dollars Dollars Dollars 
212,400 224,200 236,000 
339,875 339,875 339,875 
552'75 1564,075 575,875 
607,754 1607,754 I607,754
55,479 43,679 31,879 
---------
---- ---
I I12.2 9.6 7.0 
5\4¢ 
---
Dollars 
247,800 
339,875 
587,675 
607,754 
20,079 
4.4 
51/2¢ 
---
Dollars 
259,600 
339,875 
599,475 
607,754 
8,279 
1.8 
5%¢ 
---
Dollars 
27 1,400 
339,875 
6 11 ,275 
607,754 
-3,52 1 
- 0.8 
6¢ 
Dollars 
283 ,200 
339,875 
623,075 
607,754 
- 15,32 1 
- 3.4 
Tota l cost of raw fruit to 
processor ..................... 
Processing costs other than 
raw fruiL....................... 
Total costs (not including 
return to capita l) .. .......... .... 
Gross returns to processor 
at I 2.88 cents per 6-
ounce can f.o.b . 
Honolulu.... ..... ................... 
Net returns............................ 
Rate of return on capital 
investment (percent) ........ 
est single cost in passion fruit processing and amounts to 34.8 per­
cent of all costs in the base model for plant A. 
As illustrated in table 15, a Yi cent per pound change in cost 
of raw fruit to the processor would amount to a 2.2 percent change 
in rate of return on capital investment. Whereas a raw fruit cost 
of 3 cents per pound f.o.b . plant would allow for a 17 percent 
return, a doubling of the price to 6 cents would result in a return 
of minus 9.5 , other conditions remaining the same. 
Under the conditions assumed in this analysis, the larger the 
plant the greaLer the effect of the price of raw fruit on profit as 
a result of lower fixed costs in relation to variable costs per unit 
of output. This, of course , is exactly opposite what was true with 
regard to the effects of length of season, which, if expanded, would 
tend to reduce per unit fixed costs in relation to per unit variable 
costs. Thus whereas plant B yields a rate of return of 14.8 percent 
at a raw fruit cost of 4Yi cents, the return ·would be 27 .8 percent 
at a cost of 3 cents and -3 .4 percent at a cost of 6 cents for raw 
fruit (table 16) . For plant C, the return is 21.8 percent at a cost 
of 4 y;i cents and would range from 37 .3 percent at a cost of 3 cents 
to 0.2 percent at a cost of 6 cents per pound of raw fruit (table 17 
and figure 7) . 
On Price 
A y;i cent change in the cost of raw fruit would have a noticeable 
effect on the selling price of the frozen juice, but far less effect than 
on rate of return since, as mentioned earlier, rate of return is a 
residual and the selling price is based on an aggregate of costs. 
For plant A, each Yi cent per pound change in the cost of raw 
fruit would result in a 14 cent change in f.o.b. Honolulu price and 
a y3 cent change in the "'\1\Test Coast retail price per 6-oun ce can of 
frozen passion fruit juice (table 18). 
The effect of cost of raw fruit on price would be approximately 
the same for plants Band C as for plant A (tables 19 and 20 and 
figure 8) . 
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TABLE 17. Effect of cos t of raw fruit on passion fruit processor 's return lo capital investment, plant C, capacity of 80,000 pounds per day; retail price, 
2 1 cents per 6-ounce can ; f.o.b. Honolulu price, 12.88 cents per 6-ounce can 
Cost of raw fruit, f.o.b. processing plant, Honolulu 
Item 
Total cost of 
raw fruit Lo 
processor. ... ... 
Process in g 
costs other 
than raw [ruit 
Tota l costs 
(not incl11d -
ing re turn to 
capital ) ........ 
Gross returns 
to processo r 
at 12.88 cents 
per 6-oun ce 
ca n f.o.b. 
Honolulu ......... 
Net returns.. 
Rat e of return 
on capi tal 
inves tment 
(percent) .. •••.• I 
I I I 
3¢ 3Vt¢ 3V2¢ 3o/,t¢ 4¢ 4Vt¢ 4V2¢ 4!Jli¢ I 
5¢ 5\,{¢ 5\f:!¢ 5%¢ 6¢ 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars , Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
I I 
424.800 I283,200 306,800 330,400 354,000 377.600 40 1,200 448,400 472,000 495,600 519,200 542,800 566,4 00 
647,7 10 647,710 647,7 10 647,710 647,7 10 647,710 647,7 10 647,7 10 647,7 10 647,710 647,710 647,7 10 647 ,7 10 
930,9 10 954,5 10 978,110 1,00 1,7 10 1,02,,,3 10 1,048,910 1,072,5 10 l ,096,l!O l ,ll9,7 l 0 1,143,3 10 1,166,910 1,190,5 10 1,2 14, 11 0 
1,2 15,!'iOS 1,2 15,508 1,2 15,508 1,2 15,508 1,2 15,508 1,2 15,508 1,2 15,508 1,2 15,508 1,21 5,508 1,2 15,508 1,2 15,508 1,2 15,508 1,2 15,508 
284.',98 260,998 237,398 213,798 190,198 166,598 142,998 11 9,398 95,798 72.198 48,598 24,998 1,398 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II~7.3 34.2 I 31.l 28.0 I 24.9 2 1.8 18.7 15.6 I 12.5 9.5 6.4 3.3 0.2 I I I 
RATE OF RETURN (PERCENT) 
45 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
,,,,, 
,,, 4 
, :lo10 
-ooo 
l>o,,
"<Is 
---------- ---- ~~ 5 
. / I <ol>o<;, 
Break even point I J, 
I0 I 
I 
I 
- 15 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- JO 
_ 5 ...L.~~~~~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~~~~~.--~.....-~--1 
3 3\4 3V, 3% 4 4\4 4V, 4l4 5 6 
Cents Per Pound Paid for Raw Fruit at Process ing Plont, Honolulu 
FIGURE 7. Effect of f.o.b. H onolulu cost of raw fruit on passion fruit processor 's return on 
capital inves tmen t; p lan ts A, B, and C; , vest Coas t reta il p rice, 21 cents per 6-oun ce ca n. 
EFFECT OF HONOLULU-WEST COAST FREIGHT RATE 
The shipping cost between Honolulu and the West Coast, al­
though not under the control of the processor except perhaps 
through economies of volume shipments, is an important item in 
the determination of the West Coast retail price. The standard 
used in the base model , in line with current rates, is 1Yz cents per 
6-ounce can. A Yz cent increase in freight added to the f.o.b . West 
Coast wholesale cost would have a slightly greater than Yz cent 
43 
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TABLE 18. Effect of cost of raw fruit on f.o.b. J-l onol11l11 and \\' es t Coast re tail price of (rozcn passion (ruit j ui ce, assuming 6 perce11t return 
on capita l investment, p lant A, capacity of 20,000 pounds per day 
Cost of raw fruit , f.o.b. proces ing plant, Hono lulu 
Item 
Costs o th er than raw fruit. ....... 
Cost o( raw fruit. ................. 
···--· 
Return to capi tal investment. .. 
Tota I cos ts to processor .. 
--· ...... 
Cost f.o.b. Honolulu : 
Per c;1se, do llars........ 
----·········· 
l' er dozen, do ll ars........... 
Per G-ounce ca n, cents.. 
Shipping cos t, Honolulu Lo 
warehouse in San l ;- rancis ~·o , 
per case ........ 
---··········· 
!'ri ce f.o.b. San 1°rancisco, 
per casca_
-- ·-········ 
---··········· 
Brokerage 6 percent of price 
f.o.b. San Francisco, per case 
Pri ce to wholesa ler, per case .... 
Wholesale markup, 10 percent. 
per case" .............................. 
Price Lo retai ler, per case .......... 
Retail markup, 25 percent, 
per case.. 
-·······-···-············ 
Retail se lling price: 
J>er case, dollars ............. 
········· 
Per dozen, dollars................... 
Per 6-ounce can , cents ....... 
3¢ 
l)o//ars 
187,545 
70,800 
16,032 
274,377 
2.79 
1.40 
11 .63 
Dollars 
.36 
'.Ll 5 
.19 
3.34 
.33 
3.67 
.92 
4.59 
2.30 
19. 12 
3V,i¢ 
Dollars 
I 87,545 
76,700 
16,032 
280,277 
2.85 
1.4 3 
11 .88 
Dollars 
.36 
3.2 1 
.19 
3.40 
.34 
3.74 
.94 
4.68 
2.34 
19.50 
,J¢3Y2¢ I 3:y; ¢ 
Dollars Dollars Dollars 
187,545 187,545 187,545 
88,500 82,600 94,400 
16,032 16,032 16,032 
-
286,177 292,077 297,977 
2.91 2.97 3.03 
1.46 J.49 1.52 
12.13 12.38 12.63 
-
Dollars Dollars Dollars 
.36 .36 .3fi 
3.333.27 3.39 
.20 .20 .20 
3.47 3.53 3.59 
.35 .35 .36 
3.82 3.88 3.95 
.96 .97 .99 
4.78 4.85 4.94 
2.39 2.42 2.47 
19.92 20.21 20.58 
4V,i¢ 
Dollars 
187,545 
J00,300 
16,032 
303,877 
3.09 
l.55 
12.88 
Dollars 
.36 
3.45 
.2 1 
3.66 
.37 
4.03 
1.01 
5.04 
2.52 
21.00 
4Y:?¢ 
Dollars 
187,545 
106,200 
16,032 
309,777 
3. 15 
1.58 
13. 13 
Dollars 
.36 
3.51 
.2 1 
3.72 
.37 
4.09 
1.02 
5. 11 
2.56 
21.29 
4:J,:;¢ 
Dollars 
187,545 
11 2,100 
16,032 
3 15,677 
3.21 
1.61 
13.38 
Dollars 
.36 
3.57 
.2 1 
3.78 
.38 
4.16 
1.04 
5.20 
2.60 
2 1.67 
5V,i¢ 
---
Dollars 
187 ,545 
123,900 
16,032 
---
327,477 
---
3.33 
1.67 
13.88 
---
Dollars 
51/2¢ 
---
Dollars 
187,545 
129,800 
16,032 
---
333,377 
---
3.39 
1.70 
14. 13 
---
Dollars 
5V,i¢ 
---
Dollars 
I 87,545 
135,700 
16,032 
---
339,277 
---
3.45 
1.73 
M.38 
---
Dollars 
6¢ 
---
Dollars 
187,545 
141 ,600 
16,032 
---
345,177 
---
3.51 
1.76 
14.63 
---
Dollars 
.36 
3.69 
.22 
3.91 
.39 
4.30 
1.08 
---
5.38 
2.69 
22.42 
.36 
3.75 
.22 
3.97 
.40 
4.37 
1.09 
---
5.46 
2.73 
22.75 
.36 
3.8 1 
.23 
4.04 
.40 
4.44 
1.1 l 
---
5.55 
2.78 
23.12 
.36 
3.87 
.23 
4.10 
.41 
4.51 
l.l 3 
---
5.64 
2.82 
23.50 
5¢ 
Dollars 
187,545 
11 8,000 
16,032 
32 1,577 
3.27 
1.64 
13.63 
Dollars 
.36 
3.63 
.22 
3.85 
.38 
4.23 
1.06 
5.29 
2.64 
22.04 
n Three months or mainland sloragc charged LO processor's cost f.o.b . warehouse, Hono lulu . 
IJ Assumed average for different types of distribuLing service varying from 5 percent to 20 percent. 
--- --- --- ------ --- ------ --- --- --- ---
--- --- --- --- ------ --- ---- --- --- --- --- ---
----------- --- --- -- --- --- --- ---
TAllLE 19. Effect of cos t of raw fruit on f.o.b. Honolulu and West Coast retail price of frozen passion fruit juice, assuming r; percent return 
on ca pital investment , p lan t B, ca pacity of 40,000 pounds per da y 
Cost of raw f:r ui t, f.o .b. processing plant, H o nolulu 
Item 
3¢ 
------------,---
Dollars 
Costs o th er than raw fruit. ...... . 339,875 
Cost of raw fruit.. ........... .......... . 141 ,600 
Return to ca pita l investmen t.. . 27,205 
Tota I cos ts to processor.. ... ...... . 508,680 
==========l--
Cost f.o.b. Hono lul u: 
Per case, doll a rs ............ ........ . 
Per dozen, doll ars .. ............... . 
Per 6·ounce can, cents ........... . 
Shipping cost, H onolulu to 
wareho use in San Francisco, 
per case ........................... .. ....... . 
Price f.o.b. San Francisco, 
J)er casctt ......... .......................... . 
Rrokerage 6 percent of price 
f.o .b. San Francisco, per case 
Price to wholesaler, per case .... 
, ,vholesa le markup, 10 percent, 
per case• ....... .. ........... .............. . 
Price Lo re ta il er, per case ......... . 
Reta il markup , 25 percent , 
per case .... ..... ........................ .. . 
Reta il se lling price: 
Per case, do llars ..................... . 
Per dozen, doll a rs ................. . 
Per 6-ounce can , cents .......... . 
2.59 
1.29 
10.79 
Dollars 
.36 
2.95 
.18 
3. 13 
.3 1 
3.44 
.86 
4.30 
2. 15 
17.92 
4\4¢ 5¢ 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
339,875 339,875 339,875 339,875 339,875 339,875 339,875 339,875 
153,400 165,200 177,000 188,800 200,600 212,400 224,200 236,000 
27,205 27,205 27,205 27,205 27,205 27,205 27 ,205 27,205 
520,480 532,280 544,080 555,880 567,680 579,480 59 1,280 603,080 
2.65 2.7 1 2.77 2.83 2.89 2.95 3.0 1 3.07 
1.32 1.35 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 
11.03 11.28 11.53 11.78 12.04 12.28 12.53 12.78 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars D ollars 
.36 .36 .36 .36 .36 
I 
.36 .36 
.36 1 
3.0 1 3.07 3. 13 3. 19 3.25 3.3 1 3.37 3.43 
.18 .18 .1 9 .19 .20 .20 .20 .2 1 
3. 19 3.25 3.32 3.38 3.45 3.5 1 3.5 7 3.64 
.32 .33 .33 .34 .34 .35 .3" .36 
3.5 1 3.58 3.65 3.72 3.79 3.86 3.93 4.00 
.88 .90 .9 1 .93 .95 .96 .98 l.00 
4.39 4.48 4.56 4.65 4.74 4.82 4.9 1 5.00 
2. 19 2.24 2.28 2.32 2.37 2.4 l 2.46 2 .50 
18.29 18.67 19.00 19.38 19.75 20.08 20.4 6 20.83 
5\4¢ 6¢ 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
339,875 339,875 339,875 339,875 
247,800 259,600 27 1,400 283,200 
27,205 27,205 27,205 27,205 
614,880 626,680 638,480 650,280 
3. 13 3.19 3.25 3.31 
1.56 1.59 1.62 I !.65 
13.03 13.28 13.53 
Dollars Dollars Dollars 
.36 I .36 .36 
3.49 I 3.55 3.6 1 
.2 1 .2 1 .22 
3.76 3.83 
.37 
3.70 
.38 .38 
4.07 4. 14 4.21 
1.03 1.0!":,1.02 
5 .09 5. J 7 5.26 
2.54 2.58 2.63 
J3.78 
Dollars 
.36 
3.67 
.22 
3.89 
.39 
4.28 
1.07 
5.35 
2.68 
21.21 2 1.54 21.92 I 22.29 
a Three monlhs o[ mainland slorage charged to processor's cost f.o.b. warehouse , Hono lulu. 
b As!-umccl average for different types of distributing service varying from 5 percent to 20 percent. 
- -
---- ---- ----
TABLE 20. Effect of cosL of raw fruiL on f.o.b. H onolulu and \VesL CoasL retail pri ce of frozen passion fruit juice, assumi ng G percent reLurn on rnpiLal 
investment, p lant C, capacity of 80,000 pounds per day 
Cost of raw fruit , f.o.b. processing p lant, Honolulu 
lle m 
CosLs oLhcr Lh a n raw 
fruit. ...................... . 
CosL o[ raw (mil. .. 
Return Lo capiLal 
inves Lrn enL ............... . 
Tota I costs Lo proccs.;or. 
CosL Lo.b. Hono lulu : 
Per case, do ll a rs........... 
Per dozen , do llars....... 
Per G-o unce rn n , cents 
Sh ipping cost, H ono lulu 
lo warehouse in Sa n 
Francisco, per case ..... . 
Price f.o.b. San Fran-
cisco, per case" ......... .. . . 
Brokerage 6 percen l of 
price f.o .b. San Fran -
cisco, per case ............. . 
Pri ce 10 whol esa ler, 
per case ........................ . 
, ,V ho lesa le markup, I0 
percent, per case". ...... . 
Price to re ta il er, 
per case ........................ . 
ReLa il markup, 25 per-
cent, per case .............. . 
Re La i I selling price: 
Per case, do ll ars .... ...... . 
Per dozen , do ll a1s...... . 
Per G-oun ce ca n , cents 
3¢ 4¢ 40¢ ·1!)!,;¢ 5\/2¢5¢ \ 50¢ 
Dollars _ D_o_ll_a-rs--Dollars Dollars DollarsDollars Dollars Dollars Dollars DollarsDollarsDollars Dollars 
647,7 10 647 ,710 647,710 647,710 647,7 10 647,7 10 647,7 10 647,710 647,7 10 647,7 10 647,7 10 647,710 6'17,710 
283 ,200 306,800 330,400 354,000 377,600 401 ,200 424,800 5,12,800 '148,400 566,400 472,000 495,600 519,200 
45 ,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 45,829 
976,739 1,000,339 1,023,939 1,047,539 1,07 1,139 I ,094,739 I , 11 8,339 I , 14 1,939 I , I G5 ,539 I , 189, 139 1,2 12,739 1,236,339 I ,259,939 
======-===I====I,===- ====le==== ====I--=--=--=---- l:c.-====~1-==== I==== ==== 
2.48 2.54 2.60 2.66 2.72 2.78 2.84 2.90 3. 14 3.202.96 3.02 I 3.08 
1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.42t.36 I 15 9 1.45 1.48 1.51 1.601.54 1.57 
10.35 10.60 10.85 ll .10 11.35 I 1.60 11 .85 12. 10 12.35 12.60 13. 10 13.35 12.85 
----1----1----1----1----1---- -----1----1----
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars D ollars Dolla rs Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
.36 .36 .36 .36 .36 .36 .36 .36 .36 .36 .36 .36.36 
2.84 2.90 2.96 3.08 3.14 3.02 3.20 3.26 3.32 3.38 3.44 3.563.50 
.17 .17 .18 .18 .18 .19 .19 .20 .20 .20 .2 1 .2 1 .2 1 
3.0 1 3.07 3.14 3.20 3.26 3.33 3.39 3.46 3.583.52 3.65 3.7 1 3.77 
.30 .3 1 .3 1 .32 .33 .33 .34 .35 .35 .36 .36 .37 .38 
3.3 1 3.38 3.'15 3.52 3.59 3.66 3.8 13.73 3.87 3.94 4.0 1 4.08 4. 15 
.83 .84 .86 .88 .90 .92 .93 .95 .97 .98 1.00 1.02 1.04 
,1.1 4 4.22 4.3 1 4.40 4.49 4.58 4.66 4.84'i .76 4.92 5.0 1 5. 10 5.19 
2. 112.07 2.16 2.20 2.24 2.29 2.38 2.42 2.46 2.50 2.55 2.602.33 I17.2:i 17.58 17.96 18.33 18.7 1 19.08 19.83 I 9.42 20. 17 20.50 20.88 2 1.25 2 1.62 
11. Three months of mainland storage charged to processor's cost f.o.b. warehouse, 1-l ono lulu. 
b Assumed average for different types of distributing service varying from 5 percent to 20 percent. 
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FIGU RE 8. EITecL of f.o .b. Honolulu cos t of raw fruit on minimum retail sa les price of frozen 
passion fruit juice concen trate in , vest Coast markets, a llowing 6 percent return on pro· 
cessor's capita l in vestment; plants A, B, and C. 
effect at the retail level because of the higher base on which whole­
sale and retail markup would be determined. Under actual condi­
tions a cent increase in cost per 6-ounce can to the retailer12 
would be absorbed by some retailers in the form of a lower markup 
rather than through a price increase to the consumer. Other re­
tailers would be expected to increase the price by y2 cent per can 
where two cans are sold for a given price or a full 1 cent per can 
for single unit purchases. 
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EFFECT OF OTHER COSTS ON RATE OF RETURN AND SELLING PRICE 
The effects of increases or decreases in cost of cans, sugar, or 
variable labor on rate of return and retail price would compare 
with the effects of a change in cost of raw fruit in proportion to 
the aggregate costs of these items in relation to the aggregate cost 
of raw fruit. 
As indicated in table 21, where the cost of raw fruit represents 
34.8 percent of all costs of plant A, a 10 percent decrease in the 
cost of that item alone from the basic cost in table 1 ·would resu lt 
in an additional rate of return of 3.7 percent or permit two-thirds 
of a cent decrease in the West Coast retail price per 6-ounce can 
of frozen passion fruit juice. 10 percent reduction in the price 
of 6-ounce cans, representing only one-half as great a total cost as 
raw fruit, would result in only one-half a much increase in rate 
of return or reduction in retail price. A 10 percent reduction in 
the cost of variable labor, repre enting only 5.4 percent of total 
costs, would increase the rate of return by only 0.6 percent with 
no change in selling price or provide for a reduction in the West 
Coast retail price of only one-tenth of a cent per 6-ounce can with 
no change in rate of return. Actually, with such a small fraction 
as this, the retail price might well remain the same in the short 
run, thus permitting the processor to increase his rate of return 
rather than reduce the f.o.b. Honolulu price. In instance where 
the difference is considerably greater, such as in the case of the 
cost of raw fruit , absorption of the advantages of the decreased 
variable costs would depend upon elasticity of demand as well as 
upon the "stickiness" of marketing margins and the cost-price 
structure of the industry. 
As ·was true with regard to the cost of raw fruit, the trictly 
variable costs would have a somewhat greater effect on actual 
change in rate of return as plant capacity is increased and fixed 
costs become of less importance in relation to variable costs. 
The effect of a reduction in labor costs on rate of return or 
price would, of course, depend on the extent to which the labor 
cost varies directly with output. Greater economy in use of labor 
through scale of operation would tend to result in a proportion­
ately smaller effect on either rate of return or reduction in price 
in large plants than in small plants. 
Wholesale and retail markups, although of major importance 
in determining the retail selling price, are generally beyond the 
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TAllLE 21. Effect of a 10 percent change in the price of raw fruit, tins, sugar, and plant labor, on processor's rate of return and , ,vest Coast retail price of 
frozen passion !ruit juice, plants A, B, and C 
Cost factor 
Pl an t A, 20,000 pounds da il y capacity I Plant B, 40,000 pounds da il y capacity Pl ant C, 80,000 pounds da il y capacity 
Aggregate 
base 
cost• 
Percent 
of 
tota l 
costs 
Act ual 
in crease 
inrateo( 
reLUrn 
with 10 
percent 
decrease 
in cost 
from base 
model 
Decrease 
in West 
Coast 
retail price 
with 10 
percent 
decrease in 
cos t from 
base mode l 
Aggregate 
base 
COS l a 
Pe1·cent 
of 
total 
costs 
Actual 
increase 
in rate of 
return 
with JO 
percent 
decrease 
in cost 
from base 
model 
Decrea c 
in \Ves t 
Coast 
retai l price 
with 10 
percent 
decrease in 
cost from 
base mode l 
,\ ggrega te 
base 
cost" 
Percent 
of 
total 
COS IS 
Actua l 
increase 
in rate of 
return 
with JO 
percent 
decrease 
in cost 
from base 
model 
Decrease 
in West 
Coast 
re tail price 
with 10 
percen t 
decrease in 
cost from 
base model 
Raw fruit. ........ 
····· 
Six-ounce tins ....... 
Sugar. 
---···· ······ 
Labor (not includ-
ing manage-
ment and o ffi ce 
force) ..... 
··········· 
Dollars 
I 00,300 
53,076 
43,666 
15,600 
Percent 
34.8 
17.4 
15.2 
5.4 
Absolute 
change 
in rate 
3.7 
1.9 
1.6 
.6 
I Fraction 
of a cent 
.67 
.34 
.29 
.IO 
Dollars 
200,600 
106, 152 
87,320 
2 1,200 
Percent 
37. 1 
18.6 
16.2 
3.9 
A bsolul e 
rha11rreb 
in rale 
,J.4 
2.2 
1.9 
.5 
Fraclio11 
of a rent 
.(i2 
.3 1 
.27 
.OG 
Dollars 
40 1,200 
2 12,304 
174,640 
37,200 
Percent 
38 .2 
19. 1 
16.6 
3 ~.:, 
Abso/11te 
change 
in ra/e 
5.3 
2.6 
2.3 
.5 
Fmrlion 
of a cent 
.62 
.3 1 
.27 
.06 
a Taken from base models in table I. 
control of the processor and are, therefore, not treated in this re­
port except as necessary costs in determining the effects of items 
over which the processor has more control. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
At the present stage of development of passion fruit process­
ing, the greatest opportunities for further economy appear to be 
through increasing scale of operation, extension of the processing 
season, and through reduced f.o.b. plant costs of ra,v fruit. 
In this analysis, effects of changing variable costs were synthe­
sized for three plant models with daily capacities of 20,000 pounds, 
40,000 pounds, and 80,000 pounds. Basic data were derived from 
factor requirements of existing plants. 
Based on machinery requirements, labor utilization, and costs 
as used in the synthesized models, it would require a plant of 
20,000 pounds daily capacity in operation 118 days annually to 
yield a rate of return of 6 percent and permit retailing frozen 
passion fruit juice at 21 cents per 6-ounce can on the West Coast. 
Under the same conditions but with a per unit reduction in 
machinery and labor costs as a result of economy of scale, the 
40,000-pound plant would yield a rate of return of 14.8 percent 
and the 80,000-pound plant, a return of 21.8 percent. 
Allowing a fixed rate of return of 6 percent, the cost structure 
for the 40,000-pound plant would permit a West Coast retail price 
of 19% cents and for th e 80 ,000-pound plant, a price of 19 cents 
a compared with 21 cents for the 20,000-pound plant. 
Inasmuch as nearly 90 percent of the costs in processing frozen 
passion fruit juice are variable, the opportunities for increased 
profits through economy of scale, although significant, are not as 
great as through per unit reduction of certain variable costs. 
There is opportunity for considerable economy in passion fruit 
processing through extending the length of the processing season. 
·whereas the 20,000-pound plant, under the conditions indicated, 
yields a return of 6 percent under 118 days of operation, it would 
yield only 0.9 percent with a minimum of 82 days and 8.6 percent 
with a maximum season of 136 days. For plant B, the rate of re­
turns under the same conditions ,rnuld range from 8.0 to 18. 3 
and for plant C, 13.7 to 25.9. Because of the proportionately greater 
cost of fixed factors , length of operating season has a greater rela­
tive effect on returns for the small plant than for a larger plant 
with lower per unit overhead costs . 
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Cost of raw fruit , representing over y3 of all costs, has a marked 
effect on the profitability of passion fruit processing. With a plant 
of 20,000 pounds daily capacity, a V,t cent per pound change in 
the cost of raw fruit to the processor would amount to a 2.2 per­
cent change in the rate of return to capital, other conditions being 
the same. The larger the plant and the lower the per unit overhead 
cost, the greater the effect of the cost of raw fruit on profit. 
High profits would , of course, be expected to encourage greater 
output through expansion in the output of present firms or 
through attracting new firms into the business. This would be 
expected to result in lower prices and force profits toward a rate 
more nearly equal to that of alternative returns on capital invest­
ment. 
If the benefits of lower cost of raw fruit were to be reflected in 
lower prices, the effect would be less percentagewise than on rate 
of return since the rate of return is a residual and the selling price 
is based largely on aggregate costs. For the plant of 20,000 pounds 
capacity, a V,t cent per pound reduction in the price of fruit would 
permit a y3 cent reduction in the "\!\Test Coast retail price. 
The effects of changing costs of other variable factors on rate of 
return and retail price would compare with the effects of a change 
in cost of raw fruit in proportion to the per unit cost of these items 
in relation to the per unit cost of raw fruit. 
The analysis on which this publication is based does not indi­
cate conclusively that a plant of somewhat less than 20,000 pounds 
daily capacity would be unprofitable under conditions given in 
the study. It does, however, demonstrate that a plant of 20,000 
pounds capacity could yield a 6 percent return to capital, allow 
sufficient funds for market development, and permit selling the 
frozen juice at 13 cents per 6-ounce can f.o.b. Honolulu or retail­
ing it at a competitive price of 21 cents on the West Coast. The 
analysis reveals considerable opportunity for increasing profit or 
reducing product prices through extending the length of the proc­
essing season and buying raw materials, especially fruit , at more 
economic prices. Because of the apparent elasticity of consumer 
demand for frozen passion fruit juice, economy of processing might 
well result in lower retail prices, expanded output, and conse­
quently greater retail sales. An above normal profit over a period 
oE time would be expected to attract added investment capital and 
result in an expansion of operations to the point ·where the rate of 
return is in line with that of other investment opportunities. 
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